Voice Over Gesture Skills

Student Name: _____________________
Date: _____________________________

Control Voice Over

Explore and speak items on the screen
Skill
Introduced

Performed
Independently
+/-

Action

Gesture

Select and speak an item

Tap or touch the item

Select the next item

Swipe right

Select the previous item

Swipe left

Move into a group of items

Two-finger swipe right

Move out of a group of items

Two-finger swipe left

Select the first item on the screen

Four-finger tap near the
top of the screen
Four-finger tap near the
bottom of the screen
Two-finger swipe up

Select the last item on the screen
Speak the entire screen from the top
Speak the entire screen from the
selected item
Pause or continue speaking

Two-finger swipe down

Speak additional information, such as
the position within a list or whether
text is selected
Drag over the screen

Three-finger tap

Skill
Introduced

Performed
Independently
+/-

Action

Gesture

Select an item
Activate the selected item
Double-tap the selected item
Drag a slider

Tap
Double-tap
Triple-tap
Tap the slider to select it, then swipe
up or down with one finger; or
double-tap and hold the slider until
you hear three rising tones, then
drag the slider
Two-finger double-tap

Start or stop the current action (for
example, play or pause music or a video,
take a photo in Camera, start or stop a
recording, start or stop the stopwatch)
Dismiss an alert or return to the previous
screen
Edit an item’s label to make it easier to
find
Select an item
Activate the selected item
Double-tap the selected item
Drag a slider

Two-finger tap

Select and speak each
item as you touch it.

_____/11
Start or stop the current action (for
example, play or pause music or a video,
take a photo in Camera, start or stop a
recording, start or stop the stopwatch)
Dismiss an alert or return to the previous
screen

Scroll Up, Down, Left, Right
Skill
Introduced

Performed
Independently
+/-

_____/4

Action

Gesture

Scroll up one page

Three-finger swipe down

Scroll down one page

Three-finger swipe up

Scroll left one page

Three-finger swipe right

Scroll right one page

Three-finger swipe left

Edit an item’s label to make it easier to
find
Select an item
Activate the selected item

_____/16

Two-finger scrub (move two fingers
back and forth three times quickly,
making a “z”)
Two-finger double-tap and hold
Tap
Double-tap
Triple-tap
Tap the slider to select it, then swipe
up or down with one finger; or
double-tap and hold the slider until
you hear three rising tones, then
drag the slider
Two-finger double-tap

Two-finger scrub (move two fingers
back and forth three times quickly,
making a “z”)
Two-finger double-tap and hold
Tap
Double-tap

Forms
Skill
Introduced

Performed
Independently
+/-

Voice Over Roter

Action

Gesture

Skill
Introduced

Next form

Rotor, swipe down

Next focusable item

Swipe right

Next button

Rotor, swipe down

Select and deselect

Double-tap

Next checkbox
Open combo box

Rotor (Same item or form
controls), swipe down
Double-tap

Browse options

Drag finger to hear options

Select options

Double-tap desired option(s)

Performed
Independently
+/-

_____/8

Handwriting Mode
Skill
Introduced

Performed
Independently
+/-

Action

Gesture help
Help with current
element
Toggle screen curtain
on/off (VO works but
screen is off)
Split tap quick
activation
Double-press button
Speak
words/characters
typed
Access control center
(Notifications)
Next/Previous App
Drag mode

Gesture

4-finger double-tap
Rotor (Hints) swipe
up/down to enable hints
Three-finger triple-tap

Select and hold with one
finger, tap with another
Triple-tap
Settings > General >
VoiceOver > Typing
Feedback
Bring focus to status bar, 3finger swipe up (down)
4-finger swipe Right/Left
Tap twice and hold

_____/9

Action

Gesture

Choose a rotor setting
Move to the previous item or increase
(depending on the rotor setting)
Move to the next item or decrease
(depending on the rotor setting)
Choose a rotor setting
Move to the previous item or increase
(depending on the rotor setting)
Move to the next item or decrease
(depending on the rotor setting)
Choose a rotor setting
Move to the previous item or increase
(depending on the rotor setting)
Move to the next item or decrease
(depending on the rotor setting)
Choose a rotor setting
Move to the previous item or increase
(depending on the rotor setting)
Move to the next item or decrease
(depending on the rotor setting)
Choose a rotor setting
Move to the previous item or increase
(depending on the rotor setting)
Move to the next item or decrease
(depending on the rotor setting)
Choose a rotor setting

Two-finger rotation
Swipe up

Performed
Independently
+/-

Action

Change case, punctuation, numbers
Insert space
Backspace
Write letters, numbers, punctation
Change case, punctuation, numbers
Insert space
_____/6

Swipe down
Two-finger rotation
Swipe up
Swipe down
Two-finger rotation
Swipe up
Swipe down
Two-finger rotation
Swipe up
Swipe down
Two-finger rotation

Text Editing
Skill
Introduced

Performed
Independently
+/-

Gesture

3-finger swipe up or down
Two-finger swipe right
Two-finger swipe left
Draw on screen using finger
3-finger swipe up or down
Two-finger swipe right

Two-finger rotation
Swipe up

______/16

Handwriting Mode
Skill
Introduced

Swipe down

Action

Gesture

Select/deselect text

Pinch out/in

Copy the last spoken text to the
clipboard
Backspace

Three-finger quadruple-tap

Dictate Text

Two-finger double tap

Change keyboard mode

Rotor > Keyboard mode, swipe
up or down
Pinch out/in

Select/deselect text
_____/6

Select the delete button

